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We are reimagining social and 
collaborative systems to 
empower people and improve 
society.

design social sciencecomputer science



In designing and studying social computing 
systems, we focus on both: 

the interfaces, algorithms, affordances, 
system designs, and data models that help 
make the social space what it is 

the people (users, moderators and community 
leaders, platform operators, developers, 
policymakers) who help make the social 
space what it is

social architecture

social architects



social architecture

Social media interfaces can sometimes flatten 
content and strip it of context, so that something that 
is low credibility appears indistinguishable from 
something that is highly credible.


Could social media designs contain richer signals 
of credibility? 

How can we design the architecture of social 
media so that it is easier for users to 
distinguish misinformation?



One kind of signal we’re looking at is 
technical provenance signals 
attached to media to combat 
manipulated media and “deepfakes”.
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Collaboration with 
C2PA to design 
usable 
provenance 
indicators on 
social media
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Once a piece of misinformation is spreading, typically content 
moderators and sometimes fact-checkers have the ability to take it 
down or append a label. But this does not scale. Also, people might not 
trust the platform or fact-checkers.


How can we instead leverage our peers or generally enlist 
laypeople in a collective response against misinformation? 

social architects How can we better support the people who 
are already working to combat misinformation 
to be more effective?



How can we design 
tools to support peers 
in responding to 
misinformation?
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Credibility Coalition
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“I do have interesting 
experiences when I do 

engage, but it takes 
tremendous energy.”

“This [responding on public 
forums and receiving negative 

feedback] is not healthy for 
my mental state.”

“I don't know if 
anything I'm doing is 
convincing anyone.”



Collaboration with 
Hacks/Hackers to 
develop resources 
for people to get 
support and 
guidance in peer 
response
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